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Textual Research on Foguo Chan Master Wei 
Bai's Biographies and Their Differences:  
The Example of Birthplace 
Yanhong ZONG 
Focusing on the birthplace of Foguo Chan master  Weibai  
in the Northern Song Dynasty, this paper discusses his later biographies 
and some differences between them. Among later generations, most of the 
biographies, headed by the Yuan Dynasty's Nianchang's  (1282~?) "Fo 
Zu Li Dai Tong Zai ", consider Weibai's birthplace to be 
"Jingjiang ". However, in the “Shi Shi Ji Gu Lue ” of 
Juean  (1286~?), a contemporary of Nianchang, it is clearly stated that 
Weibai was a native of "Jingjiang Fu ". Therefore, this paper 
identifies the birthplace of Wei Bai by analyzing the specific meanings and 
historical evolution of the two place names of "Jingjiang " and 
"Jingjiang Fu ", and examines the reasons why "Shi Shi Ji Gu Lue
" revised "Fo Zu Li Dai Tong Zai ". Finally, 
taking the change of Chan master Wuzheng Huichu's birthplace 
from "Jingjiang " to "Jingjiang " in the historical data of the Song 
Dynasty as supplementary evidence, the author determines that Weibai's 
birthplace was "Jingjiang ". 
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